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Background 
• Medical texts written by experts (e.g., physicians) 
– use their own language and communication style 
• Often read by generic users (e.g., patients)  
– do not have same knowledge and terminology 
Difficult for average user  
to undestand a medical text 
Understand a medical text 
• Use of supplementary resources 
– online or not 
• Not always available 
• Accessed in an unestablished order 
• medical vocabulary 
– selective list of words and phrases 
used in the medical field 
 
• medical-consumer thesaurus 
- synonyms and antonyms of medical 
terms 
 
• health-consumer dictionary 
- info about the meaning of the terms 
An automatic help for medical texts 
• Users not required to increase their knowledge to 
understand the text being examined  
• Knowledge brought back to user level so greatly 
facilitating his/her understanding and learning 
Health online resources for experts and consumers 
medical vocabularies 
medical-consumer thesauri 
Italian 
Consumer 
Health 
Vocabulary 
health-consumer dictionaries 
MED-VTD architecture 
• Around 150.000 terms 
• Around 60.000 definitions 
• Hoepli online dictionary used for missing definitions 
MED-VTD usage 
	
	
A further step: SIMPLE  (1/3) 
• Insert URL of any web page  
• Or copy and paste any medical text 
A further step: SIMPLE  (2/3) 
• Or select one of the available medical reports 
- system being tested by Italian hospitals 
A further step: SIMPLE (3/3) 
• The application provides 
- a tooltip with the consumer term 
- a frame with the term definition 
Encefalo (Encephalon) => Cervello (Brain) 
technical customer 
Conclusions 
Next: A site for patient empowerment 
• MED-VTD completed 
• SIMPLE fully working 
• More vocabularies, thesauri and dictionaries needed 
Thanks ! 
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